MINERSVILLE SCHOOL DISTRICT v GOBITIS
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
310 U.S. 586
June 3, 1940
OPINION: Justice Frankfurter...Lillian Gobitis, aged twelve, and her brother William, aged ten,
were expelled from the public schools of Minersville, Pennsylvania, for refusing to salute the
national flag as part of a daily school exercise. The local Board of Education required both teachers
and pupils to participate in this ceremony. The ceremony is a familiar one. The right hand is placed
on the breast and the following pledge recited in unison: "I pledge allegiance to my flag, and to the
Republic for which it stands; one nation indivisible, with liberty and justice for all." While the words
are spoken, teachers and pupils extend their right hands in salute to the flag. The Gobitis family are
affiliated with "Jehovah's Witnesses," for whom the Bible as the Word of God is the supreme
authority. The children had been brought up conscientiously to believe that such a gesture of respect
for the flag was forbidden by command of Scripture.
The Gobitis children were of an age for which Pennsylvania makes school attendance compulsory.
Thus they were denied a free education, and their parents had to put them into private schools. To
be relieved of the financial burden thereby entailed, their father, on behalf of the children and in his
own behalf, brought this suit. He sought to enjoin the authorities from continuing to exact
participation in the flag-salute ceremony as a condition of his children's attendance at the
Minersville school. After trial of the issues, Judge Maris gave relief in the District Court...; his
decree was affirmed by the Circuit Court of Appeals...[and] we granted certiorari...
The phrase “under God” was not added to the pledge until much later and is not an issue in this
case.
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Certainly the affirmative pursuit of one's convictions about the ultimate mystery of the universe and
man's relation to it is placed beyond the reach of law. Government may not interfere with organized
or individual expression of belief or disbelief. Propagation of belief -- or even of disbelief -- in the
supernatural is protected, whether in church or chapel, mosque or synagogue, tabernacle or meetinghouse. Likewise the Constitution assures generous immunity to the individual from imposition of
penalties for offending, in the course of his own religious activities, the religious views of others,
be they a minority or those who are dominant in government. Cantwell v. Connecticut.1
But the manifold character of man's relations may bring his conception of
religious duty into conflict with the secular interests of his fellow-men.
When does the constitutional guarantee compel exemption from doing
what society thinks necessary for the promotion of some great common
end, or from a penalty for conduct which appears dangerous to the
general good?...To affirm that the freedom to follow conscience has
itself no limits in the life of a society would deny that very plurality of
principles which, as a matter of history, underlies protection of
religious toleration...Our present task...is to reconcile two rights in order
to prevent either from destroying the other. But, because in safeguarding
conscience we are dealing with interests so subtle and so dear, every
possible leeway should be given to the claims of religious faith...
The mere possession of religious convictions which contradict the relevant
concerns of a political society does not relieve the citizen from the discharge
of political responsibilities...[T]he question remains whether school
children...must be excused from conduct required of all the other
children in the promotion of national cohesion. We are dealing with an
interest inferior to none in the hierarchy of legal values. National unity is
the basis of national security...
Situations like the present are phases of the profoundest problem
confronting a democracy -- the problem which Lincoln cast in memorable
dilemma: "Must a government of necessity be too strong for the liberties of
its people, or too weak to maintain its own existence?"...And when the issue
demands judicial determination, it is not the personal notion of judges of
what wise adjustment requires which must prevail...
[T]he case before us is not concerned with an exertion of legislative power
for the promotion of some specific need or interest of secular society -- the
protection of the family, the promotion of health, the common defense, the raising of public revenues
to defray the cost of government. But all these specific activities of government presuppose the
existence of an organized political society. The ultimate foundation of a free society is the binding
1
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tie of cohesive sentiment. Such a sentiment is fostered by all those agencies of the mind and spirit
which may serve to gather up the traditions of a people, transmit them from generation to generation,
and thereby create that continuity of a treasured common life which constitutes a civilization. "We
live by symbols." The flag is the symbol of our national unity, transcending all internal
differences, however large, within the framework of the Constitution. This Court has had
occasion to say that "...the flag is the symbol of the Nation's power, the emblem of freedom in its
truest, best sense...it signifies government resting on the consent of the governed; liberty regulated
by law; the protection of the weak against the strong; security against the exercise of arbitrary power;
and absolute safety for free institutions against foreign aggression."
The case before us must be viewed as though the legislature of Pennsylvania had itself formally
directed the flag-salute for the children of Minersville; had made no exemption for children whose
parents were possessed of conscientious scruples...; and had indicated its belief in the desirable ends
to be secured by having its public school children share a common experience at those periods of
development when their minds are supposedly receptive to its assimilation, by an exercise
appropriate in time and place and setting, and one designed to evoke in them appreciation of the
nation's hopes and dreams, its sufferings and sacrifices...
If we ask whether it is good “to evoke appreciation for country,” must we also ask whether it is
bad “to evoke religious turmoil within a family?” Tough questions, indeed.
The precise issue, then, for us to decide is whether the legislatures of the
various states and the authorities in a thousand counties and school districts
of this country are barred from determining the appropriateness of various
means to evoke that unifying sentiment without which there can ultimately
be no liberties, civil or religious. To stigmatize legislative judgment in
providing for this universal gesture of respect for the symbol of our national
life in the setting of the common school as a lawless inroad on that freedom
of conscience which the Constitution protects, would amount to no less than the pronouncement of
pedagogical and psychological dogma in a field where courts possess no marked and certainly no
controlling competence. The influences which help toward a common feeling for the common
country are manifold. Some may seem harsh and others no doubt are foolish. Surely, however, the
end is legitimate. And the effective means for its attainment are still so uncertain and so
unauthenticated by science as to preclude us from putting the widely prevalent belief in flag-saluting
beyond the pale of legislative power. It mocks reason and denies our whole history to find in the
allowance of a requirement to salute our flag on fitting occasions the seeds of sanction for obeisance
to a leader...
But the courtroom is not the arena for debating issues of educational policy. It is not our province
to choose among competing considerations in the subtle process of securing effective loyalty to the
traditional ideals of democracy, while respecting at the same time individual idiosyncracies among
a people so diversified in racial origins and religious allegiances. So to hold would in effect make
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us the school board for the country. That authority has not been given to this Court, nor should we
assume it. We are dealing here with the formative period in the development of citizenship.
Can government instill good citizenship by compelling small children to violate their religious
beliefs? Is good citizenship best attained by teaching the principles upon which we were founded,
one of which is freedom of conscience? Expelling small children from school for having the
courage to honor their faith sounds grotesquely un-American. What do you think?
Great diversity of psychological and ethical opinion exists among us concerning the best way to train
children for their place in society. Because of these differences and because of reluctance to permit
a single, iron-cast system of education to be imposed upon a nation compounded of so many strains,
we have held that, even though public education is one of our most cherished democratic institutions,
the Bill of Rights bars a state from compelling all children to attend the public schools. Pierce v.
Society of Sisters2. But it is a very different thing for this Court to exercise censorship over the
conviction of legislatures that a particular program or exercise will best promote in the minds of
children who attend the common schools an attachment to the institutions of their country.
What the school authorities are really asserting is the right to awaken in the child's mind
considerations as to the significance of the flag contrary to those implanted by the parent. In
such an attempt the state is normally at a disadvantage in competing with the parent's authority, so
long -- and this is the vital aspect of religious toleration -- as parents are unmolested in their right
to counteract by their own persuasiveness the wisdom and rightness of those loyalties which the
state's educational system is seeking to promote. Except where the transgression of constitutional
liberty is too plain for argument, personal freedom is best maintained...when it is ingrained in a
people's habits and not enforced against popular policy by the coercion of adjudicated law. That the
flag-salute is an allowable portion of a school program for those who do not invoke conscientious
scruples is surely not debatable. But for us to insist that, though the ceremony may be required,
exceptional immunity must be given to dissidents, is to maintain that there is no basis for a
legislative judgment that such an exemption might introduce elements of difficulty into the school
discipline, might cast doubts in the minds of the other children which would themselves weaken the
effect of the exercise.
The preciousness of the family relation, the authority and independence which give dignity to
parenthood, indeed the enjoyment of all freedom, presuppose the kind of ordered society which is
summarized by our flag. A society which is dedicated to the preservation of these ultimate values
of civilization may in self-protection utilize the educational process for inculcating those almost
unconscious feelings which bind men together in a comprehending loyalty, whatever may be their
lesser differences and difficulties. That is to say, the process may be utilized so long as men's right
to believe as they please, to win others to their way of belief, and their right to assemble in their
chosen places of worship for the devotional ceremonies of their faith, are all fully respected.
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Judicial review...is a fundamental part of our constitutional scheme. But to the legislature no less
than to courts is committed the guardianship of deeply-cherished liberties...To fight out the wise use
of legislative authority in the forum of public opinion and before legislative assemblies rather than
to transfer such a contest to the judicial arena, serves to vindicate the self-confidence of a free
people. Reversed...
In other words, Justice Frankfurter is saying that if enough folks do not like this decision, let it
be changed through legislative means.
DISSENT: Justice Stone...Two youths, now fifteen and sixteen years of age, are by the judgment
of this Court held liable to expulsion from the public schools and to denial of all publicly supported
educational privileges because of their refusal to yield to the compulsion of a law which commands
their participation in a school ceremony contrary to their religious convictions. They and their
father are citizens and have not exhibited by any action or statement of opinion, any disloyalty
to the Government of the United States. They are ready and willing to obey all its laws which do
not conflict with what they sincerely believe to be the higher commandments of God. It is not
doubted that these convictions are religious, that they are genuine, or that the refusal to yield to the
compulsion of the law is in good faith and with all sincerity. It would be a denial of their faith as
well as the teachings of most religions to say that children of their age could not have religious
convictions. This law...does more than suppress freedom of speech and more than prohibit the free
exercise of religion, which concededly are forbidden by the First Amendment and are violations of
the liberty guaranteed by the Fourteenth. For by this law the state seeks to coerce these children
to express a sentiment which, as they interpret it, they do not entertain, and which violates
their deepest religious convictions. It is not denied that such compulsion is a prohibited
infringement of personal liberty, freedom of speech and religion, guaranteed by the Bill of Rights,
except in so far as it may be justified and supported as a proper exercise of the state's power over
public education. Since the state, in competition with parents, may through teaching in the
public schools indoctrinate the minds of the young, it is said that in aid of its undertaking to
inspire loyalty and devotion to constituted authority and the flag which symbolizes it, it may
coerce the pupil to make affirmation contrary to his belief and in violation of his religious
faith. And, finally, it is said that since the Minersville School Board and others are of the
opinion that the country will be better served by conformity than by the observance of
religious liberty which the Constitution prescribes, the courts are not free to pass judgment
on the Board's choice.

The mere thought that the State would interfere, much less demand the upper hand, with honest
religious beliefs within the family unit is contrary to the most basic of our Framers’ principles,
right? Justice Stone writes with clarity.

Concededly the constitutional guaranties of personal liberty are not always absolutes. Government
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has a right to survive...[and] may make war and raise armies. To that end it may compel citizens to
give military service and subject them to military training despite their religious objections. It may
suppress religious practices dangerous to morals, and presumably those also which are inimical to
public safety, health and good order. But it is a long step, and one which I am unable to take, to the
position that government may, as a supposed educational measure and as a means of disciplining the
young, compel public affirmations which violate their religious conscience.
The very fact that we have constitutional guaranties of civil liberties and the specificity of their
command where freedom of speech and of religion are concerned require some accommodation of
the powers which government normally exercises, when no question of civil liberty is involved, to
the constitutional demand that those liberties be protected against the action of government itself.
The state concededly has power to require and control the education of its citizens, but it cannot by
a general law compelling attendance at public schools preclude attendance at a private school
adequate in its instruction, where the parent seeks to secure for the child the benefits of religious
instruction not provided by the public school. Pierce v. Society of Sisters. And only recently we have
held that the state's authority to control its public streets by generally applicable regulations is not
an absolute to which free speech must yield, and cannot be made the medium of its suppression any
more than can its authority to penalize littering of the streets by a general law be used to suppress
the distribution of handbills as a means of communicating ideas to their recipients.
[E]ven if we believe that such compulsions will contribute to national unity, there are other
ways to teach loyalty and patriotism...than by compelling the pupil to affirm that which he
does not believe and by commanding a form of affirmance which violates his religious
convictions...I cannot say that government here is deprived of any interest or function which it is
entitled to maintain at the expense of the protection of civil liberties by requiring it to resort to the
alternatives which do not coerce an affirmation of belief.
The guaranties of civil liberty are but guaranties of freedom of the human mind and spirit and of
reasonable freedom and opportunity to express them. They presuppose the right of the individual to
hold such opinions as he will and to give them reasonably free expression, and his freedom, and that
of the state as well, to teach and persuade others by the communication of ideas. THE VERY ESSENCE
OF THE LIBERTY WHICH THEY GUARANTY IS THE FREEDOM OF THE INDIVIDUAL FROM
COMPULSION AS TO WHAT HE SHALL THINK AND WHAT HE SHALL SAY , AT LEAST WHERE THE
COMPULSION IS TO BEAR FALSE WITNESS TO HIS RELIGION ...

The Constitution may well elicit expressions of loyalty to it and to the government which it created,
but it does not command such expressions or otherwise give any indication that compulsory
expressions of loyalty play any such part in our scheme of government as to override the
constitutional protection of freedom of speech and religion. And while such expressions of loyalty,
when voluntarily given, may promote national unity, it is quite another matter to say that their
compulsory expression by children in violation of their own and their parents' religious convictions
can be regarded as playing so important a part in our national unity as to leave school boards free to
exact it despite the constitutional guarantee of freedom of religion...
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But even if this view be rejected and it is considered that there is some scope for the determination
by legislatures whether the citizen shall be compelled to give public expression of such sentiments
contrary to his religion, I am not persuaded that we should refrain from passing upon the legislative
judgment "as long as the remedial channels of the democratic process remain open and
unobstructed." This seems to me no less than the surrender of the constitutional protection of the
liberty of small minorities to the popular will. We have previously pointed to the importance of a
searching judicial inquiry into the legislative judgment in situations where prejudice against discrete
and insular minorities may tend to curtail the operation of those political processes ordinarily to be
relied on to protect minorities. And until now we have not hesitated similarly to scrutinize legislation
restricting the civil liberty of racial and religious minorities although no political process was
affected. Here we have such a small minority entertaining in good faith a religious belief, which is
such a departure from the usual course of human conduct, that most persons are disposed to regard
it with little toleration or concern. In such circumstances careful scrutiny of legislative efforts to
secure conformity of belief and opinion by a compulsory affirmation of the desired belief, is
especially needful if civil rights are to receive any protection. Tested by this standard, I am not
prepared to say that the right of this small and helpless minority, including children having a strong
religious conviction, whether they understand its nature or not, to refrain from an expression
obnoxious to their religion, is to be overborne by the interest of the state in maintaining discipline
in the schools...
With such scrutiny I cannot say that the inconveniences which may attend some sensible adjustment
of school discipline in order that the religious convictions of these children may be spared, presents
a problem so momentous or pressing as to outweigh the freedom from compulsory violation of
religious faith which has been thought worthy of constitutional protection.
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